OUR   HOSPITAL   STAFF
Medical Mission/' is usually so suspect as to plough the
candidate at sight. So is a too obviously pious answer to
the second, such as the suggestion of immediate and un-
conditional forgiveness of the debt. But the very fact
that a boy or girl from a fairly comfortable home and with
a decent education is willing to serve the Mission for this
low salary is a test of the philanthropic motive far more
valuable than any examination. If we raised salaries to
the same standard as Government rates, we should be far
more likely to get time-servers, and people who were
merely out to get a job, applying for our posts. As it is,
I continually feel that one of the chief joys of service in
India is the loyalty and consistent cheerfulness of our
staff. Most of them are simple country-folk, many of them
"in their social origins are from a community which is
considered as " untouchable " by the strict rules of caste.
Yet we find that caste Hindus and socially elevated persons,
when they come as patients to our hospitals, are only
too delighted to be nursed by these excellent fellows, and
show them that respect which faithful and cheerful service
usually commands.
In Neyyoor, we see the man-made rules of caste and
separation between social orders broken down by the only
power that can break them—the brotherhood of man. I
have heard Britishers who have been in India sneering at
the Christians. " Give me a Hindu or a Mohammedan
servant if you like, but for God's sake don't give me
one of those terrible Indian Christians. All scoundrels."
There is an element of truth in this. Very many of the
Indian Christians are from the outcaste or untouchable
community. Kept in a degraded position for centuries
by the rules of caste, denied the rights of man by the
religious and social system of the country, the outcaste
has no hope of rising to something better. There is only
one way out—to change his religion. A very large number
of Indians from the depressed and backward communities
have made this their way of escape. Hence it comes about
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